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SUPERCHARGED
Torotrak’s CEO Dick Elsy has the 

answer to downsizing with punch

� Exclusive: Novelis
aluminium welding
breakthrough

� Innovative 
Particulate Matter
analysis software
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WITHOUT DUAL CLUTCH

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY,

YOU’RE JUST GETTING LEFT BEHIND. 

Maybe it’s the fact that in the time you read this, a Dual Clutch Transmission could switch gears 40,000 

times. Perhaps it’s the fact that DCTs appeal to more buyers by combining impressive fuel-economy, 

the smooth ride of an automatic and the speed of a manual. It could be the fact that leading clutch 

suppliers estimate they’ll quadruple DCT sales by 2014. Or maybe it’s the fact that by 2015, 10% of all 

passenger cars will have them.

DCTFACTS.COM gives you endless reasons to believe that DCTs are the future generation

of transmissions. And the more you know about them, the further ahead you’ll get.
DCTFACTS.COM
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MultiStar Precision DSP Receiver
This EMI receiver accurately performs over
30,000 CISPR detections at once to reduce
test time from days to minutes and insures that you detect
short duration disturbances!

MultiStar Multi-Tone Tester
This incredible system cuts RF immunity
testing from days down to hours by testing multiple frequencies
simultaneously. It saves time & money, and helps get your
product to market faster.

Dual Band Amplifiers
For the first time you can go from
0.7 to 18 GHz with the reliability
of solid state. You not only have new
freedom, you’ve got a two-amp
package that costs less, weighs less,

and takes up less space than two separate amplifiers.

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers
We may not have invented TWTAs,
but we definitely perfected them.
Our extensive line of TWTAs provide higher power up to 40 GHz.
Reliable power, compact size. We offer CW or pulse designs.

Laser-Powered E-Field Probes
Never needs batteries. Most continuous coverage from
5 kHz to 60 GHz and up to 1000 V/m field strength.
With outstanding accuracy, linearity and bandwidth.

Radiant Arrow Bent Element Antennas
We bent the rules and advanced the science of log periodic
antennas. Our bent element antennas are up to 75% smaller,
lighter, and more compact to fit in smaller chambers.

1.0 to 2.5 GHz Solid State Amplifiers
This amplifier family provides an
alternative to TWTA’s and offers better har-
monics, less noise and superior reliability.

Integrated Test Systems
AR can provide an all - in-one test system for any EMC
application from DC to 50 GHz. Everything you need

is right at your fingertips.
Our systems make
testing easy, accurate,
efficient and affordable.

When “good enough” isn’t good enough for you,
visit us at www.ar-europe.ie/contact.php ISO 9001:2008

Certified

When Good Enough Is Not Good Enough
It’s a tough, competitive world. If you let your guard down for a second, your competition could knock you out of the game.

So you’ve got to keep finding ways to get better, faster, more accurate. That’s the way we think at AR, and that’s why our customers welcome
our new products and new technologies. We can help you gain a competitive edge with innovations like the following:
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You would expect Torotrak’s Dick Elsy and Dr.

Hans-Joachim Esch of KSPG, pages 18 and

36, respectively, to champion the cause of

downsizing petrol engines, since both

companies have developed technologies that

will enhance the performance of small, three-

and four-cylinder engines. But confirmation

that downsized engines, such as Ford’s

pocket-sized, three-cylinder EcoBoost, are 

the way forward comes from an independent report recently

published by market analysts Frost & Sullivan.

In the report, titled ‘2011 Original Equipment Manufacturers

Strategies for Passenger Vehicle Engine Downsizing in Western

Europe’, senior research analyst Bharath Kumar Srinivasan says:

“The number of cylinders in gasoline engines is likely to decrease

only for engines below 1.2 litres. About 35-38% of gasoline

engines are likely to be turbocharged by 2018. This high level of

turbocharging by European OEMs is likely to help in the market

growth of boosting technologies.” 

And he adds: “With improved emissions and performance,

without a drop in fuel economy, being the key drivers, engine

downsizing is all set to have a major impact towards achieving

emissions of less than 120 g/km CO2 in two-thirds of new car

sales by 2016.”

Elsewhere, Reaction Design’s Bernie Rosenthal explains how

cold war science has helped to create software that measures

the size, location and density of soot and particulate matter (pm)

in combustion engines.

On page 12, you can read an exclusive report on a materials

breakthrough from aluminium supplier Novelis that, for the first

time, allows the alloy to be laser welded, without using a filler.

This innovation could lead the way to reducing the cost of

aluminium vehicle structures and closing panels, allowing them to

be manufactured in much greater numbers than we see today.

This is what makes the automotive industry such an exciting

place with which to be involved: set the engineers a challenge –

emissions – and there soon appears a raft of innovations that will

meet, or indeed better, the legislative demands.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief

Engine downsizing

set to be all the rage
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First details of Mercedes-Benz’s new Camtronic

variable valve lift technology for four-cylinder

petrol engines have been revealed. 

The system consists of a camshaft that

splits in two, plus a centrally mounted actuator,

with two vertical tappets. The actuator makes

them drop into channels cut into the camshaft,

which force the cam sections to move laterally.

The cylinders 3 and 4 side shift first, followed by

the 1 and 2 side, and it’s all done within a single

rotation of the camshaft. 

Once moved, a varied cam profile allows

either high or low lift of the four valves on each

cylinder. Tappets up means low valve lift, while

tappets down means high lift. It’s a difference of

about 6mm. Low lift would take place under

2,000rpm and means less fuel/air mixture

reaches the chamber, saving fuel.

This electro-mechanical innovation is unique

and never before seen on a production car. In

development since 2008 and based on an in-

house idea, it’s been jointly developed by the

Mercedes-Benz Technical Centre in Stuttgart 

and Daimler Engine Plant in Berlin. 

Guido Vent, manager of in-line petrol

engines, said: “It’s very important, because

compact cars is a cost-sensitive segment and it’s

a cost-effective solution. It’s also very compact

and reliable. Camtronic means a 3-4% reduction

in fuel consumption on the NEDC, but, for the

customer who uses the car with low or medium

load, they can experience savings of up to 10%.” 

Camtronic is only found on the 1.6-litre,

four-cylinder turbocharged petrol engine,

codenamed M270, developed under Mercedes’

BlueDirect banner. It’s an all-aluminium unit and

new, though closely related to the V6 and V8. It

meets EU6, including for particulates without

after-treatment. 

Its first use will be in manual versions of the

A180 and A200

where it will be

transversely

mounted, with

outputs of 90 and

115kW respectively.

Longitudinally, it’s suitable

for larger cars, such as the

C and E-Class. It can also

be paired to an electric

motor for hybrids.

The electronic actuation

and tappet pathway system

has been patented, along with

the management control relating

to how it works in conjunction

with the throttle and turbo. There

are no plans to license Camtronic at

this particular stage.

Reiner Patzold, project leader for powertrain

Software developed during the Cold War to

trace rocket plumes back to their silos forms

the basis of a new modelling programme that

measures the size, location and density of soot

and particulate matter (pm) in combustion

engines. It is currently undergoing validation at

several unnamed OEMs.

Part of Reaction Design’s Forté CFD

software suite, the software is, according to

CEO Bernie Rosenthal, unique and world-

leading technology. “There is now documented

medical evidence that particle size of about

2.5µ can’t be eliminated by our bodies and

there was a report last year that more than

35,000 premature deaths were attributable to

pm entering the lungs.” 

Four of these particles are equivalent to

one dust or pollen molecule, which is probably

5-7 times smaller than the diameter of a human

hair or a 10th the size of a grain of sand.

“And we haven’t figured out really how to

take care of them yet, as evidenced by an

article in a Japanese newspaper that the

Minister of the Environment had measured, at

the end of 2010, 23 sites and found that most

exceeded the current limits,” Rosenthal adds.

Diesel and the new gasoline particulate

filters are effective at removing about 90% of

10µ, but there’s the issue of cost, which can

run from hundreds of dollars for a small car to

many thousands on large trucks. “The problem

is that these catalysts need to be regenerated

by super heating for the

element to burn off the

trapped carbon, but,

with the increased use

of high overdrive

transmissions, the

engine isn’t developing

enough heat to

regenerate the

catalyst,” says

Rosenthal. “So the in-

cylinder reduction of

these particles is a

really high desirability

for the engine

designers, because of

the cost and loading

susceptibility to different load conditions etc.”

Improving overall efficiency of the

combustion chamber might be achieved, but

there could still be isolated spots that aren’t

getting fully oxygenated, leading to pm

generation that then find its way into the

exhaust. So it’s important not only to understand

why the particles are forming and their size, but

also whereabouts in the combustion chamber

they are being created.

“We had to look not only at the total amount

of particles, but also what the diameter and

growth rate, and spread of those particles was.

So we had to develop the underlying technology

that is very similar to what you need when

you’re trying to track particle matter growth

inside an engine.

6 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May/June 2012

Mercedes reveals Camtronic technology

News

PM
SOF (soluble organic fraction):

Oxidising catalyst
(breaks down SOF)

Soot

N.B. This schematic is accentuated for descriptive purposes

Rocket science aids combustion  
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integration in compact

cars, explained that

Camtronic was only in

the 1.6 because of the

fact that it works most

effectively in lower rev

ranges, capacities and

powers. Larger

displacement engines

have stratified mode

combustion to achieve the

same result, he stated.

“Camtronic is scaleable and would work

with smaller units, such as 1.2 or 1.4. It would

also work with three cylinders, which we have in

Smart; but, for the Mercedes-Benz engine

strategy, we are in a good position with a 1.6,”

he concluded.

Next year, it will be launched in the A-Class

DCT and B-Class. According to Patzold, it will

also appear in at least three more cars using the

same compact platform. C-Class and E-Class

with Camtronic may follow in the future.
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PM reduced
exhaust gases
reduced and
made harmless
(converted
into H2O
and CO2

Emissions flow
ction): unburnt fuel and oil} 

alyst
SOF)

 

Filter
(traps and burns soot)

Double cams with
different curvatures

Central actuator to
move the cam-piece

Hydraulic camshaft adjuster
with wide adjustment

Intake camshaft consisting of two movable
cam-pieces on a continuous carrier shaft

Fine beach sand

90� m (microns) in diameter

Human hair

50-70� m
(microns) in
diameter

PM2.5

Combustion
particles,
organic compounds,
metals, etc. 
<2.5� m (microns)
in diameter

PM10

Dust, pollen,
mold, etc. 
<10� m (microns)
in diameter

mold, etc. 
<10� m (microns)
in diameter

“When we tried to model soot in the engine,

there were some gaps. 

“One of the biggest was the lack of real

experimental data on the conditions that

interested us in an engine. A department in the

University of Southern California had an

interesting test set up, where they used laser

measurement to track the sizes of particles that

were generated in a combustion vessel and then

take photomicrographs. We used that as

validation of the model under the same

conditions of real fuel that we had modelled in

the first phase of the consortium.”

Rosenthal says Reaction Design is “pretty

confident” in its ability to put together something

that relates to real fuel behaviour in the engine

and, if you start to look at that, then you get a

picture not only of the total number of particles,

but also how that distribution lays out, in terms

of diameter. “As you climb the scale in the actual

number of particles, there’s many more at the

low end than at the high end, so it becomes an

even more acute problem for designers who are

going to have to account for those smaller

particles,” he states.

Although it’s early days for the new

programme, he sees that, further out, predictive

soot modelling could also influence fuel blends

and catalyst design, as well as combustion

chamber design. While a lot of interest has come

from the diesel engine community, Rosenthal

admits that he is “personally surprised at the

amount of interest we’re seeing from petrol

engine designers. It turns out that petrol engines,

when you start looking at smaller particles, are

almost as big a culprit and generator of the

smaller particles as diesel engines”.
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News in brief
JLR £1 billion

investment
The ongoing sales success of Jaguar Land

Rover (JLR), under TATA’s ownership,

continues with the news that it is to spend

an additional £1 billion with UK suppliers

over the course of the next four years,

amidst continued global demand for the

Range Rover Evoque.

This is in addition to the £2 billion supply

contracts it awarded to more than 40 UK

suppliers in March 2011. These suppliers

provide components, facilities and

services to support the Range Rover

Evoque production line at Halewood on

Merseyside.

Diametric to showcase

internationally
Industrial nameplate and logo specialist

Diametric will attend the Global

Automotive Components and Suppliers

Expo in Stuttgart in June for the first time

in its history, with the aim of positioning

itself as a leading supplier to the overseas

automotive manufacturing market.

Online regulations 

now available
UK-based InterRegs, online providers of

crucial vehicle safety and emissions

regulations, is now offering subscriptions

that are based on defined subject

categories, such as anti-theft,

EMC/electricals, emissions/engines,

occupant and pedestrian protection, 

and type approval.

With InterRegs’ extensive global coverage

of vehicle regulations, approximately

1,000 documents have either been

updated or added to the InterRegs.NET

site in the past 12 months.

Innovative composite

wheel design
Huntsman Advanced Materials has

supported University Racing Eindhoven

(URE) in an innovative project that sees

the development of a hybrid composite

wheel for its entry into the Formula

Student competition.

Manufactured with an aluminium core, the

other major feature influencing the wheel’s

design and performance is the carbon

fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) shell of the

wheel rim. The new rims weigh less than

2kg, reducing the overall weight of the

230kg car by 4%. 

Cars that drive themselves will go on sale this

decade, according to Nady Boules, General

Motors’ director of electrical and controls

integrated research. He says that most of the

requirements for semi-autonomous vehicles are

already in place on premium cars. Radar, Lidar

and camera systems – which provide modern

safety features such as blind-spot recognition,

lane-departure warnings and collision mitigation

when combined with electronic steering and

accurate global positioning systems – could go

most of the way to equipping a car that could

drive itself on motorways, where pedestrians

and cyclists are banned. 

The company’s Cadillac division has such a

system on test. Known as ‘Super Cruise’, these

research vehicles are capable of fully automatic

steering, braking and lane-centring in highway

driving under certain optimal conditions. 

GM claims that this system could be readied 

for production by the middle of this decade.

“If you combine these elements and take

each of them to an extreme, we could have a

car that can’t crash and a car that can drive

itself,” says Boules, who warns that legislators

will need to create an appropriate legal structure

for such vehicles, and that tough industry

standards on data security and robustness will

be required to ensure security of the signals and

May/June 2012

LOOK, 
no hands!  

Vehicle dynamicists at engineering and test

consultancy MIRA have developed and patented

a unique suspension design that, they claim,

answers a conundrum long faced by car

designers and manufacturers utilising traditional

double wishbone suspension layout – namely

how to optimise their product for both handling

and comfort.

Deploying a team of engineers on an

internal project led to the development of a

revolutionary design that allows the optimisation

of both of those requirements, resulting in the

Interlinked Double Wishbone Suspension (IDWS)

design achieving this in a unique way..

Until now, there has generally been a need

to compromise. A point is reached at which

either responsive handling or good isolation is

determined to be the dominant concern – and

then begins the challenge of packaging the

appropriate solution within the vehicle’s 

overall architecture.

The IDWS overcomes this compromise by

effectively decoupling the castor and

longitudinal stiffness of the traditional double

wishbone suspension – creating a solution that

delivers the cornering, handling and steering

performance of a double wishbone design, but

delivering the longitudinal isolation associated

with a MacPherson strut arrangement (without

its need for height and associated high

wing/bonnet lines).

Being both less complex and far more

compact than the multi-link arrangements

currently in widespread use to achieve similar

results means that the IDWS design can be

exploited not only for its combination of dynamic

performance and isolation, but also by stylists

seeking better packaging solutions for lower,

sleeker lines and pedestrian impact

performance criteria. 

Having been designed and

modelled with the use of CAE, the

IDWS concept was then prototyped

on a premium brand performance

car that was originally fitted with 

a traditional double wishbone

suspension and tested on MIRA’s

Suspension Kinematic &

Suspension 
Revolution  
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driver privacy. He says that GM’s latest urban

design study, the EN-V (Electric Networked –

Vehicle), contains most of the requirements for

semi-autonomous driving, but the first cars are

more likely to be pricier models, where the

additional €2,500 of equipment won’t make

such a difference to the price. 

Key technologies for such a system would

be a car that: has a 360-degree view round

itself; has vehicle-to-vehicle communications

(V2V); and knows where it is and where it wants

to go. GM has pioneered dedicated short-range

wireless vehicle-to-vehicle communications,

although research is now being conducted by

the ‘CAMP’ consortium of GM, Ford, Honda,

Hyundai/Kia, Nissan, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz 

and Volkswagen. 

Boules admits that, while V2V would aid the

development of the driverless car, it would have

to be universally adopted for it to be effective.

He thinks the non-safety benefits (social

networking with other drivers and swapping

music tracks on the move) could help encourage

widespread adoption. 

Ultimately, Boules says, full autonomy might

be possible, where the car effectively becomes 

a driverless taxi. The benefits are in the

management of congestion, and the elimination

of traffic lights and conventional road junctions,

where cars will simply guide themselves

through, while avoiding on-coming traffic. He

claims there would be a big reduction of weight

and bulk as these “crash-proof” vehicles will no

longer require expensive and heavy crash-safety

structures and equipment, although other

experts disagree and think the industry would

be reluctant to ‘roll-back’ such passive safety. 

Boules also dismisses claims by Volvo and

BMW that the current standards of global

positioning will need to be much more accurate

to enable such autonomous systems. 

“We don’t have to wait for the military to

take the lock off GPS,” he says, “as three

dimensional digital maps, when they arrive, 

will be more than accurate enough.” 

News
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“Super cruise” does full-speed range adaptive cruise control and lane centreing, using
cameras and other sensors to automatically steer and brake in highway driving

Cadillac developing “super cruise”

Compliance Facility, before being put through its

paces on the test track.

Vehicle dynamics consultant Ian Willows

comments: “The physical performance of the

IDWS confirmed the CAE predictions – 

delivering exceptional steering geometry 

control, particularly under braking, together 

with a threefold increase in longitudinal

compliance, in comparison to the original

standard double wishbone design. 

“The stiffness of the IDWS’ componentry,

particularly that of the lower control arm, is

crucial to its performance. Careful optimisation

of the component geometry and material

specification is required to realise the full

potential of the design. Selection of

bush stiffness ratios then allows

independent control of the

steering geometry and isolation

performance to deliver the

characteristics desired by the

manufacturer.”

As to when the IDWS will go into

production, MIRA is inviting

discussion with manufacturers

interested in either licensing the

design or purchasing the patented

concept outright.Meanwhile, the

IDWS is likely to be adopted as

value-added technology for premium

vehicle models before filtering down to

higher volume products.

Audi’s new Mark III A3 model marks a debut 

for the Volkswagen Group’s MQB (modular

transverse matrix) platform, which will underpin

a range of front-driven cars, from small

hatchbacks to large family models. The engine,

front axle and pedal box retain the same

positioning, but MQB is flexible enough to allow

different wheelbases, widths, body heights and

even four-wheel drive systems. 

One of the claims for the system is its

capacity for reducing weight and the new A3 is 

a bellwether, being about 85kg lighter than the

outgoing Mark II and, with a kerb weight of

1,175kg for the 1.4TFSI model, weighing about

the same as the 1996 original A3. 

Weight has been saved incrementally, with

numerous areas of attention. The main reduction

is in the bodyshell, which amounts to a total of

25kg. This has been achieved with alloy high-

strength steels – which make up 26% of the

body – including Very High Strength Steel (VHSS)

and Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS). Using

aluminium for the bonnet and front wings, which

are not part of the crash structure, saves 10kg. 

Paring weight from the front suspension

subframe and using aluminium front pivot

bearings saves a further 6kg. Electrical wiring

also receives attention, with the reduction of the

number of wires through the use of plastic

control boxes, which saves 1.5kg. Fleece

wheelarches save 0.5kg, lightweight exhaust

pipes 2kg, plastic passenger airbag control

boxes 0.6kg and lightweight seat frames a

further 4kg. The engines have also come in for

attention, with the adoption of a cylinder-block-

mounted balance shaft in some units and

integrated exhaust manifolds, to save three and

5kg respectively. The 1.4-litre TFSI petrol engine

gets an aluminium crankcase, which saves 15kg. 

Automotive Design understands there will be

further news on MQB weight savings when we

see the new Volkswagen Golf in Paris this

autumn. Dr Ulrich Hackenberg, VW’s engineering

boss and architect of the MQB system, says that

the new Golf will be at least 70kg lighter than the

outgoing models, with the use of high-strength

steels. The high-performance GTI model goes

even further, with a new bobbin-based welding

technique that attaches an aluminium roof to the

steel body structure, boosting weight saving on

that model up to 100kg. 

MQB, which involves the design of cars, 

as well as their construction and components,

is also claimed to reduce engineering costs

dramatically. Hackenberg says development

and tooling costs will fall by 30%, parts cost

will go down by 20% and manufacturing cost

will also reduce by 30%. 

Audi A3 in good shape at weigh-in  
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An updated series of radar-based sensors, with enhanced capability 

for detecting large objects in challenging outdoor situations, has been

introduced by Banner Engineering. 

The R-GAGE sensors support collision avoidance and vehicle

management applications in traffic and parking systems.

With expanded distance capabilities, the new sensors can detect

objects both farther away from the sensor and closer to it, reducing

‘dead’ zones. The frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar

provides reliable detection in nearly any weather condition. It also

detects stationary objects that cannot be detected by Doppler radar.

Models are available for long range (up to 40 m), wide angle and

narrow beam applications. All feature easy DIP-switch configuration,

with no PC required.

10 www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Radar-based R-GAGE

sensors include (top left) long

range, (top right) wide angle,

and (bottom) narrow beam.

Enhanced radar sensors 

BASF has developed an automotive clearcoat that provides the car with 

a glossy appearance for significantly longer than conventional coatings.

Previous standard clearcoats for cars have consisted almost

exclusively of organic material, referred to as polymers, which are long-

chain branched hydrocarbons.

In contrast, iGloss combines two kinds of materials in a

nanostructured hybrid. Between 90-95% of the hybrid material,

depending on the area of application, consists of organic material that

forms the paint matrix. This makes the finish flexible and elastic, and

ensures a high level of weathering resistance. The remaining 5-10% of

the inorganic material is embedded in the organic matrix. These silicate

nanoclusters are particularly hard and scratch resistant.

It also offers superior weathering resistance, meaning the ability to

withstand sun, rain and fluctuations in temperature.

A lab test under extreme conditions, with both very high

temperatures and high radiation intensity, showed the difference between

iGloss and conventional clearcoats. Even after 4,500 hours, the new

clearcoat retained most of its gloss.

Putting a gloss on things  A new thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) developed by Bayer

MaterialScience, together with the BAM Federal Institute for Materials

Research and Testing in Berlin, Germany, shows that plastics can also

have a memory. 

Shape Memory Plastics (SMP) parts can be temporarily reshaped

and fixed when heated to a certain temperature, ‘remembering’ their

original shape and returning to it virtually unchanged. 

In the case of the new product, Desmopan DP 2795A SMP, the

switching temperature is approximately 40°C. "Given this special

property, there are virtually no limits to the potential applications for

the plastic," says Jürgen Hättig, head of business development 

for TPU at Bayer

MaterialScience. 

Possible applications

include the easy repair of

damaged bodywork parts

using a hair dryer, remote

temperature sensors,

hinges, self-loosening

screws and shrink tubing.

Load Cell Wall optimises vehicle crash testing  

Messring’s new M=WALL gathers crash data across five axes for the first

time. The newly developed 12.5 cm cells, which can be connected in

various ways to form a wall of nearly any size, constitute the central

element of the innovative wall. 

Not only do the new cells measure the

distribution of force during a crash in three

directions (straight ahead in the direction of

the vehicle’s movement, as well as vertically

and horizontally), but they also measure

torque. 

In this context, the sensors incorporate

five axes in their representation of impact

energy, presenting a significantly more

accurate image of a vehicle crash into the

load cell wall.

The wall’s sensors are also extremely

robust and can even provide measurements

when a force of up to 400 kN is applied. Thanks to the M=BUS system, all

the cells can be connected to one another quickly or even exchanged,

should a cell need to be recalibrated. Furthermore, the M=BUS concept

makes it possible to automatically detect the

position of the cells within the entire system. 

This new level of flexibility saves testers

a significant amount of time during everyday

use, while unlocking new possibilities – the

cells can be used to simulate a kerb crash,

for example. Such an application can be

achieved by arranging the 12.5 cm cells in a

line on the floor. 

The main areas of application applicable

to the new product include analysing the

structure of vehicle bodies, and assessing the

compatibility and impact behaviour of

different vehicles, in the event of an accident.
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Transmission breakthrough?
Alternative CVT transmissions have a history of being great in theory, but

all too often disappointing in practice. Torotrak, for instance, has yet to

find a light-vehicle customer for its clever toroidal infinitely variable

transmission (IVT). 

Fallbrook Technologies’ NuVinci transmission represents a subtly

different take on the idea, combining the toroidal variator principle with

that of a planetary gearbox to give a much wider range of operating

modes. Billed by the company as a potential game changer, its so-called

continuously variable planetary (CVP) system is already in use in bicycles

and e-bikes, where it does the job of a 16- or 18-speed derailleur; it is

also being tried in electric vehicles and garden machinery.

The concept can easily be scaled up, says Fallbrook chief

technology officer Rob Smithson. “There’s no limit to the torque it can

handle. We have built prototypes up to 200 kW and it can take the torque

of a typical 4-litre SUV.” Central to all Fallbrook’s claims for the efficiency

of its NuVinci transmission is its ability to keep the power unit – whether

it be an engine, an electric motor or the bike rider’s legs – at the

optimum point on the operating map. 

In its potential automotive form, the NuVinci variator gives a ratio

spread of 3.7:1, but, says Smithson, this can be expanded up to 12.6:1

by combining the IVT unit with an additional planetary unit. This

combination, he states, can give the same performance as a

conventional nine-speed planetary automatic, but with a smaller

packaging footprint.

He is cagey when it comes to specifics, such as weight and cost,

saying that prototypes are not representative. He does, however, claim 

a peak efficiency “in the low 90s” for the whole assembly, suggesting

definite potential as an emissions reducer. 

For the moment, though, Fallbrook’s big push is with the smaller

Delta CVP for accessory drives, allowing pumps for air conditioning,

hydraulics and water to be up-speeded at idle, so they can produce the

required output independently of engine speed. This, in turn, allows

designers to specify smaller and less energy-hungry ancillaries, saving

weight, cost and package space.

The NuVinci transmission variator consists of dished input

and output discs, linked by between 3 and 12 balls

attached to the central idler. As the axles of the balls are

tilted towards or away from the input disc, the radius at

which the balls contact each disc changes, allowing a

stepless change of ratio between underdrive and

overdrive. A traction fluid fills the space between the

discs, ensuring torque is transmitted through fluid shear,

rather than direct mechanical friction between the discs

and the balls. 

Tata Steel has developed a new method for predicting forming limit

curves (FLC), essential for deep drawing simulations. 

An FLC is a line representing major and minor strain combinations at

which the material fails. These curves are used in press shops and finite

element (FE) analysis to assess the safety of press parts, so this more

accurate method will mean improvements in materials simulations for

Tata Steel customers. 

Michael Abspoel, principal researcher at Tata Steel involved in

creating the model, said: “Although some empirical equations to predict

FLCs have become popular in recent years, their validity in relation to

advanced (AHSS) and ultra-high strength steels (UHSS) is questionable,

because they are either not intended for these kinds of steel or they do

not take the strain ratio influence on the deep drawing side into account.” 

With the Abspoel & Scholting FLC model, the complete FLC can be

accurately described for all steel grades, including AHSS and UHSS, with

the information coming from a set of tensile tests. 

Marc Scholting, who is also a principal researcher at Tata Steel,

added: “Our customers will benefit from this new method, as more

accurate FLCs will result in more accurate simulations, in particular those

for AHSS and UHSS.” 

Another advantage of the new method is that FLCs will always be

available. Whereas in the past the availability of an FLC depended on

extensive and time-consuming testing, now Tata Steel will only need

standard tensile tests to determine the FLC. This also means that they are

available for all thickness ranges and all materials, including aluminium,

stainless steel and next-generation steels. 

Scholting continued: “The Abspoel & Scholting FLC model offers a

more accurate representation of the measured FLC points than the FLC

prediction methods that are currently used. The new model has been

validated against measurements for almost 50 steel grades and has also

been compared with other predictive methods.”

The FLC data will be available to the automotive industry via Tata

Steel’s online materials database:

http://www.tatasteelautomotive.com/aurora.

May/June 2012

Output Disc

Idler

© 2010, Fallbrook Technologies Inc.

NuVinci
®
 CVP

Ball Axle

Input Disc 3-12 Balls

Eaton has announced a range of variable valve actuation

systems for light and medium duty diesel engines. These

systems eliminate the common trade-off between fuel

economy and power by providing the ability to switch

valve lift profiles to provide more flexible and adequate

gas exchange control. 

The valve actuation systems are part of a range of

next-generation variable valve train systems for diesel

engines that Eaton recently announced will debut with

multiple European and global engine platforms over the

next three years.  

Improved material 
simulations  
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T
o date, aluminium has

generally been the

reserve of limited run

production cars, typically

high end marques such

as Audi and Jaguar. But the

increasing demands placed on

OEMs to reduce emissions is

leading to a desire amongst the

mass producers – the Fords and

GMs of this world, to name but two

– to seek solutions that will allow

them to take weight out of their

mainstream products.

Ford, for one, is known to be

considering aluminium closing

panels for its next-generation Focus,

in an effort to shed such weight and

improve efficiencies.

The challenge has always been

cost; not just the material – although

this reduces significantly, if the

aluminium is recycled – but also the

manufacturing process.

Complicated and expensive

Traditionally, the 5000 and 6000

series aluminium alloys used for

body panels and components such

as door inners are sensitive to hot

cracks during welding, if a filler

metal isn’t used; the metallurgy of

the alloy tends to have cracks at the

end of the solidification, so everyone

welds using a filler metal with 5-

10% silicon.

This is a complicated and

expensive process, as Daniel Jubera

explains. “You have the filler metal

wire that is fed into the laser, with its

positioning controlled by a camera,

with the laser welding beam just a

few millimetres from the joint. The

joint itself has to be accurately

clamped to within 0.1 mm and the

welding process is quite lengthy at

5mm/minute, as the laser has to

avoid the clamps.”

Novelis’s desire to develop an

aluminium sheet product that would

be weldable for roof panel

applications coincided in 2008 with

meeting laser welding equipment

manufacturer Trumpf at a trade

conference. Specialists in remote

laser welding systems with its

Robscan technology, Trumpf voiced

12 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May/June 2012

The welding
game

changer
A revolutionary new aluminium alloy allows welding

without filler materials. Daniel Jubera, manager for

automotive sales and marketing director in Europe,

Novelis, talks exclusively to Ian Adcock
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concerns at potentially losing

business, as manufacturers

switched to aluminium closing

panels, in place of traditional steel

ones. It wanted to develop Robscan

for aluminium, but, at the time, there

were no remote weldable alloys

available.

Crucial discovery

Initially, Novelis had been

developing the material, now

officially called AC200 RW, for

brazeable roof panels and it was

during this process that, together

with an undisclosed client, it

discovered the material could be

welded without filler material. “We

were planning to test it in welding

and the customer discovered the

property before us,” recalls Jubera,

adding: “Our idea was to have a

very formable 6000 for the roof or

some parts that would benefit from

the weldability or brazeability.”

When a 6000 series solidifies

from liquid, it does so in tree-like

structures called dendrics. As these

firm up and touch each other, gaps

appear between them. At 90%

solidification, there is insufficient

liquid aluminium to fill up all the

CVDaniel Jubera
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spaces that remain. When welding

today, typically a eutectic aluminium

alloy is used with 5% or 10%

silicone, which basically flows in to

fill all the gaps.

Novelis’s unique development is,

essentially, to put the filler alloy

material in a clad layer, using its

proprietary Novelis Fusion

technology – and this is the

breakthrough that has allowed

Trumpf to develop its Robscan laser

welding technology for aluminium.

Unlike previous systems, the

aluminium welding Robscan is

located between 300mm and 500mm

away from the sheet, meaning it

doesn’t have to stop and start for the

clamps, as it is clear of them.

Furthermore, a single robot can

operate over two or three joining

stations, reducing investment and

shrinking the assembly area.

Welding speed tripled

Novelis, says Jubera, estimates that

the technology triples welding speed

from 5m/min to 15 m/min, while

reducing customer joining cost from

€1/m for conventional aluminium to

€0.3/m for AC200 RW.

One of the main applications that

Novelis is now targeting for the new

sheet product is door inners. The

challenge here, Corrado Bassi,

Novelis manager for automotive

development in Europe explains, is

keeping flanges as short as possible

to maximise window aperture,

although, as he points out: “Short

flange welding is not easy, due to

heat control, and driving the laser

with the filler metal properly is

technically difficult and very costly.” 

The new system gets round that

problem, he states. “A classic flange

with riveting needs 25mm; but, if

you can weld 5mm from the edge, it

means you can have a 7-10mm

flange. So, the difference in the total

profile is something like 12-15mm

and that can be used to increase

stiffness or space. The big

improvement is the reduction in the

flange’s size.”

Today, the Robscan system is

used principally for doors and deck

lids, but, says Jubera, this is just the

start of a development journey that

holds the promise of many exciting

new assembly applications for

aluminium. 

Novelis, along with its industrial

partners, is investigating numerous
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accumulate filler between the gaps.
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developments that this new product

has suddenly made more viable than

when using traditional alloys and

welding and assembly techniques.

The company is investigating the

potential of reduced clamping

complexity and effort for remote

welding, increasing the space

between clamps from 10mm to every

100-150mm. And, because it is more

tolerant of gaps, it will still weld

successfully with up to a 4mm space

between components, he points out.

“AC 200 RW has enormous

potential; it can be applied on both 

a wide and diverse scale. The

application opportunities of this

multi-layer sheet product go far

beyond just the door or deck lid.

Remote laser welding is a one-side

welding technology. As a result, it

has the potential to be used as an

alternative application for body, floor

or module construction. 

“This new aluminium sheet

product offers car manufacturers

significantly greater design flexibility

by allowing them to weld one-side

components, instead of using a C

frame [where limited space is a

problem]. It also allows them to lay

down the joints where needed. 

“The product’s properties for

tolerating welding and joining errors

are good, as it accepts bigger gaps

and wider speed ranges, as well as

coping with wider welding

conditions. As a result, this helps

customers save costs on retooling

and simplification.

“If you have a one-side remote

welding technology for a floorplan,

you suddenly have total access to

the full surface. Admittedly, you still

need a clamping system, but you

have full access, so it gives you the

freedom of putting the joints where

you need them, rather than where the

C frames impose them. This gives a

design freedom and optimisation in

design for aluminium cars and

bodies, and is a practical alternative

to riveting and spot welding.

“It’s much better than riveting,

which is slower and more expensive,

and also requires many tools,

depending on the combination of

gauges. Suddenly, this technology

would allow you to have different

gauges welded together in different

areas of the underbody. It’s really in

competition for producing aluminium

structures with riveting and bonding.”

While the ability to weld within

5mm of the edge is the “big

advantage” for Bassi and his

colleagues, they have successfully

experimented with a variety of

welding techniques: overlap, butt,

edge, edge overlap, T-joint and,

significantly, extrusion to sheet, as

well as successfully with monolithic

alloys – as long as the remote alloy

is on top, as the extra clad alloy

flows better into the weld, lowering

the risk of hot cracks.

Hunger for more

This breakthrough in metallurgy

appears to be a potential game-

changer in the ongoing battle

between steel and aluminium for the

car industry’s favours, so it’s no

surprise to learn that big car

manufacturers have all been beating

a path to Novelis’s door to learn

more. “It will help reduce the cost of

aluminium doors and offer a cost-

effective solution for weight

reduction,” Jubera concludes. “It’s

too early to start talking about

vehicle structures, but we will start

those discussions soon.”

Currently, Novelis is working with

a number of selected OEMs towards

a 2016-2018 timeframe for series

production. It will be interesting to

see how the steel industry reacts to

this technology leap.

Automotive Design Interview

6xxx alloys are known

to be difficult material

for welding
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nowledge – and the

information that fuels it –

is one of the most crucial

ingredients for today’s mobility

engineering professionals. 

Tremendous advancements in

technology have put useful

information at the fingertips of

every engineer, regardless of what

region of the world they work in.

The challenge, however, is finding

the time to sort through all of that

information, ensuring that the

most relevant data is available,

and turn it into knowledge. And,

through it, design tomorrow’s

products efficiently and

effectively.

A new product from SAE

International is designed to do

just that: turn information into

knowledge. It provides a single

resource of information and data

related to a specific technology,

and helps engineers translate this

into knowledge.

Set to debut in June 2012,

SAE International’s Global

Technology Libraries (GTL) are

online, subscription services that

aggregate multiple types of

information about a specific

subject or topic. For instance,

phase one of the GTL will focus

on electric vehicle technologies.

Subscribers to the service will be

able to access a variety of

information related to electric

vehicle technologies. 

The types of content will

include SAE technical papers and

standards, SAE eBooks and SAE

magazine content. In addition, 

the GTL will also contain data

from sources outside of SAE

International, including global

regulations, patents and patent

applications, news articles, 

and market forecasts and 

industry reports. 

Much of that information 

will be made available through

content partnership agreements

between SAE International and

other publishers. 

“The GTL puts a tremendous

amount of mobility engineering

information in one place for

customers that is easy to access

and navigate,” said Michael

Thompson, manager, electronic

publishing for SAE International.

“And those using the service can

be assured in the knowledge that

all of the information has been

compiled by a trusted source –

SAE International.”

Such ease of use was one of

the key elements in the planning

and building process of the GTL.

Information is only valuable, if it

can be properly used and shared.

Subscribers to the GTL can easily

share the information with their

company colleagues, and they

can bookmark and manipulate

data so that it can be referenced

when needed. 

Such features aren’t the 

result of guesswork by SAE

International’s developers. Rather,

extensive information gathering

and testing have gone into the

final GTL products. Mobility

engineering professionals

analysed the GTL and put it to the

test, so that it can serve as the

most useful resource possible.

The GTL will act as a 

valuable complement to SAE

International’s Digital Library,

which also offers technical

information across a broad range

of technologies and subjects. 

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

Much of that

information will

be made available

through content

partnership

agreements

between SAE

International and

other publishers. 

Easily Accessible
Solutions

K

focus@sae.org
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T
orotrak’s toroidal

continuously variable

transmission (CVT) has

been on the fringes of the

motor industry in one

guise or another for more than half

a century. But, even when it was

being developed by Perbury

Engineering all those years ago, it

wasn’t new technology: a patent

had been filed for a toroidal CVT as

far back as 1899 and Austin tested

complete transmissions in the

1930s.

Despite their best efforts and the

technology’s advantages over

conventional torque convertor

automatic transmissions, it always

seemed a forlorn hope that

Torotrak’s toroidal continuously

variable transmission would break

the stranglehold that big suppliers

like ZF, Aisin and others have over

the automotive industry.

New strategy

This is a state of affairs that is

acknowledged by Torotrak’s CEO

Dick Elsy, who joined in 2003, and

has been instrumental in developing

a new business strategy and model

for the business: “Mainstream cars

are in the long grass for the time

being, but new developments like

the supercharger and kinetic energy

recovery systems (KERS) etc could

reawaken interest in the mainstream

in the longer term.

“Our main interest is commercial

vehicles, because we’re the only

variable drive that can handle big

torque with the right mechanical

efficiency. In small cars, from our

experience with ride-on

lawnmowers, using a very small

device, it’s not such a big walk from

that technology to the small cars

being developed and launched in

the newly industrialised nations of

the Far East. A lot of those

customers come from scooters and

mopeds with centrifugal clutches, so

changing gear manually is alien to

them. Cost wise, it’s about on a par

with planetary automatics.”

But it’s the rising cost of fuel, as

well as increasingly stringent

emissions legislation, that could

provide the impetus Torotrak’s

toroidal variator technology needs to

make its commercial breakthrough

into the automotive sector.

Key applications

There are a number of applications,

says Elsy, for the technology, but two
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principal ones are trucks and

superchargers. Torotrak already has a

deal with Allison in the USA, and an

unnamed European bus and truck

manufacturer, to develop its CVT.

“With fuel costs in a truck accounting

for more than a third of operating

costs, there’s a big incentive to bring

that down. We’re seeing 10-20% fuel

economy savings during normal road

use, increasing to over 20% for

urban stop-start deliveries.

“It saves fuel, because it enables

the truck engine to run at its most

efficient, using the Torotrak to vary

the vehicle’s speed through torque,

rather than ratio control.” 

And while this is an impressive

development, with Allison about to

move into the prototyping stage,

what is really exciting Elsy these days

is the 50:50 joint venture with Rotrex

to develop a fully variable

supercharger under the V-Charge

banner. 

“Complying with EU6 in 2014 is

requiring a lot of expensive after-

treatment, especially for diesels. For

petrol engines complying with EU6, 

it means downsizing, direct injection,

variable valve timing and

turbocharging to achieve very similar

fuel consumption to a diesel, but it’s

easier and cleaner. That represents a

spend, in hardware terms, of about

€30 to get a gram per kilometre

reduction. 

“If you look at hybrids, the

conventional ones we know today,

it’s on a similar trajectory, so it saves

fuel, but at a cost by, basically,

putting a tariff on a gram per

kilometre of about €95. The industry

doesn’t want that.”

Positive thinking

Downsized engines in the 1,000cc to

1,200cc category can, says Elsy, be

efficient, but at the expense of

performance, especially at low

engine speeds. Even the addition of

a turbocharger doesn’t eliminate that

shortcoming and might, in fact,

exasperate it, as he explains. “It’s

relatively straightforward to downsize

the engine and boost it at steady

state for specific outputs, but

extremely difficult to get the transient

response. The problem is

compounded as the engines get

smaller, as there’s less exhaust

energy to put into the turbine. We

firmly believe that positively charged

supercharging is the way to go for

small engines and to bring the fun

back into them.

“As small engines will end up in

bigger cars, it makes the issue of the

lack of bottom end performance and

torque even more pertinent. This will

result in more turbocharging with

variable geometry, twin turbocharger

systems or compound charging,

which all clearly work and have their

place, but have cost and packaging

issues.”

Cover feature

Downsized engines may

be great for emissions

and economy, but they 

can lack sparkle.

Torotrak’s CEO 

Dick Elsy thinks 

his company has the

solution, as he explains

to Ian Adcock in an

exclusive interview
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Price points

Another concern with more complex

turbochargers on petrol engines,

claims Elsy, is that, as the exhaust

temperature is higher than diesel,

you start moving into more exotic

materials, which ups the price,

making complex variable

turbochargers less attractive.

While conventional, fixed rate

superchargers have their limitations

as well, he makes the following

point: “If you choose to optimise the

top end performance, then you have

a very limited ability to boost the

engine at lower speeds with a fixed

ratio device; if you target boost at

the bottom end, you clearly have an

embarrassment of air at the top end.

Which do you do?”

Elsy believes V-Charge offers a

“unique” solution, with a variable

speed drive that, by varying the

ratio, can satisfy the engine

throughout its operating envelope.

“It’s an easy technology to package

and, as it’s a supercharger, it’s

packaged on the cold side of the

engine, so all the issues of heat go

away. It also frees up the exhaust

flow, so the catalyst heats up more

quickly and, potentially, it can be an

enabler for different combustion

cycles, like Miller or Atkins where

the valve timing is different and

you’re expanding or increasing the

length of time on the expansion

stroke.

Throttle elimination

“By positively forcing the air into the

engine, you can start achieving a lot

of benefits of variable valve type

emissions and efficiencies, but with

fixed valve timing and forced

induction.”

Elsy and his colleagues even talk

about the possibility of eliminating

the throttle altogether, using the

variable nature of the boost instead.

Already working with one,

unnamed, tier one, he believes that

“for the enlightened OEM or tier one,

we’re offering a whole new set of

tuneables they haven’t been able to

access before. It’s not just about

20 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May/June 2012

Like any technical demonstrator, the black Renault is

about function and proving the technology works, not

elegance. 

V-Charge is currently using the Renault’s own ECU,

which hampers throttle response and fuelling, but not the

overall impression of how the system works. There were

two stages to the test:

The first supercharger mode ably demonstrated the

instant pick-up and response at low engine speeds and,

even in this quite long-geared car, the improvement in

torque was immediately noticeable, accelerating strongly

in fourth gear from as little as 1,500rpm, even though it’s

limited to 0.7bar boost. Drop it down a ratio and there’s a

really effective surge to the car’s performance.

Cleverly, V-Charge has programmed the supercharger

to emulate the car’s turbo, with all its inherent

shortcomings: in stark contrast to their supercharger, the

turbo produces virtually no boost at 1,000rpm and the car

struggles to accelerate. I constantly found myself in a

lower gear than I wanted to be in, simply to get some

acceleration, and having to wait until 2,000rpm showed

before there was any decent power delivery.

The second drive came after the ECU had been re-

mapped to allow up to 2.2bar supercharger boost, which

transformed the engine’s response and pulling power

above 2,000rpm. Even in fourth gear at 1,500rpm, the

engine pulled willingly and really got into its stride above

3,000rpm.

It’s not difficult to imagine that, once V-Charge has

managed to combine the two engine maps how the holy

grail of a short, fat impellor map will be achieved.

Even in this prototype form, the 1.1 felt and performed

as strongly as a 1.6-1.8-litre, but with the predicted fuel

consumption advantages of the smaller unit.

Automotive Design’s Ian Adcock was recently given the first opportunity to drive V-Charge’s

demonstrator Renault Clio 100TCE
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what it does, but how it offers the

chance to work with new engine

cycles and the ability to have the air

much more controllable, where and

when you want it.”

Fallbrook and supercharging

V-Charge is not the only company

pursuing a variable speed

supercharger, as Tony Lewin

discovers…

The ideal supercharger would be

one that could produce boost on

demand; one where boost pressure

could be made independent of

engine speed.

A significant step in that

direction comes from Fallbrook

Technologies, whose NuVinci

variable speed drive is now ready

for adoption by automakers,

following extensive testing in

conjunction with an unnamed tier

one supplier. The drive, which sits

on the crankshaft pulley, is able to

offer a ratio change of around 3.8 to

1, says Fallbrook chief technical

officer Rob Smithson.

“This gives a substantial

benefit,” he says. “Straight off, we

got a 30% increase in mid-range

torque, using an aftermarket

supercharger on a Ford Mustang

engine.”

The Mustang was chosen

because of the easy availability of

aftermarket kits, but Smithson

insists the variable speed drive will

work just as well on engines as

small as one litre. “It’s actually

easier than a turbo installation, as

you don’t have to deal with high

heat levels under the bonnet – and

the bypass noise problem often

associated with superchargers is

eliminated, as the drive can vary its

speed on the fly.”

While Smithson is reluctant to

reveal the likely cost or weight of

the new drive, which is still being

finalised for production, he does

assert that it will be “very

competitive” in the market. “We will

beat a variable geometry turbo on

total system cost, and probably also

on fuel efficiency and driving

response,” he promises.

May/June 2012

The V-Charge technology
provides a linear boost right
through the engine’s
performance and rev range.
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Graphs, left and far left, illustrate the
gains in the pressure ratio map by
using the V-Charge system (left) over a
conventional supercharger.

Meanwhile, the graph above indicates
the instant engine torque response of
the V-Charge system.
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Making the MOST
of in-car data
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T
he automotive industry

has its work cut out, if it is

to keep pace with the

connected consumer. As

more and more disparate

media sources come online, to which

the consumers want instant and

mobile access, car companies need

to adopt hardware and software that

will not only cope with the increase

in data volume, but also integrate

into existing systems and

infrastructure.

It wasn’t all that long ago that in-

car infotainment comprised a 1 DIN

radio/cassette deck that quite

happily relayed its audio signal

across a very basic analogue circuit.

It wasn’t complicated and had

absolutely no need to interact with

other services within the car. Since

then, the influx of media formats,

data variants and solutions has been

almost exponential; creating all

manner of hardware and integration

issues for the automotive designers.

Interconnected

Cars are now the embodiment of a

sophisticated, integrated, cross-

platform audiovisual (A/V) system –

often far more complex than even

the most advanced installations you

will find in the home – where audio,

video and data all need to be

interconnected. And with true, real-

time information being the key to

successful driver interaction – not

just with infotainment devices, but

also with onboard safety, video and

sensor systems – the use of a robust

and fit-for-purpose network is

paramount to ensure the efficacy of

all these new avenues of information

delivery.

With infotainment companies

constantly trying to outdo each other

with the next, greatest USP – unique

selling point – a common hardware

platform is just not feasible. Instead,

the most efficient and cost-effective

way to allow these companies to

continue down their own, individual

hardware development routes is to

give them the means to connect with

each other, using a standard

hardware and software interface. It is

this digital interoperability that is the

key to allowing car manufacturers to

incorporate systems comprising

modules from different vendors.

Sophisticated control systems

Unlike the ’not invented here’

problems that Ethernet faces

(discussed in the last issue), MOST –

Media Oriented Systems Transport –

has the advantage that it was

developed from the ground up by

leading players in the automotive

industry. Its design allows it to

provide a low-overhead, low-cost

interface for the simplest of devices,

such as microphones and speakers.

At the same time, more intelligent

devices can automatically determine

the features and functions provided

by all other devices on the network

and establish sophisticated control

mechanisms to take away

distractions from the driver of the

car, as different subsystems try to

communicate information.

MOST not only defines the

physical interconnection between

devices, but also specifies and

standardises an embedded

communication protocol and

software framework that simplifies

the development of complete

systems and applications to

distribute and manage multimedia

content.

Automotive Design spoke to

Harald Schöpp, founding member

and steering committee member of

the MOST Cooperation, about the

history and future of MOST. Setting

the scene, he explains: “There was

an early analogue solution for

infotainment distribution, but it was

cumbersome, used big cables and

suffered from EMC issues. What was

needed was an EMC-robust digital

solution. This led to the development

of the first iteration of MOST by a

group of companies comprising

BMW, Daimler, SMSC, Harman and

Audi. The technology was, from the

outset, based on fibre optics, which

offered perfect EMC immunity, while

also offering the necessary

bandwidth and a reduction in weight.

The first MOST network, optimised

for audio and control, appeared in

the BMW 7 series in 2001.”

Automotive optimised

From the very beginning, MOST was

optimised for the automotive

environment, catering for

temperature extremes (-40°C to

95°C) and the harsh electromagnetic

conditions. It was also optimised for

real-time synchronous data, unlike

other solutions, including Ethernet,

which are packet based.

Schöpp continues: “Ethernet can

be optimised for other purposes, as

we have seen with the AVB variant

used in the broadcast industry and

being looked at for automotive. But it

is still a modified standard, much like

the early attempts to use USB in

cars.”

Originally optimised for

infotainment solutions, the latest

generation of MOST (150) has been

developed, after a significant

independent study, to merge

infotainment with driver assist

capabilities. 

With this new, faster format,

MOST is now attempting to wrestle

back the market share gained by

Ethernet, which was, at the time,

able to offer faster data rates.

May/June  2012

Mark Fletcher takes a look at MOST and discovers how it is helping car

companies keep pace with ever-changing consumer demands, while also

evolving to counter competition
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When quizzed about the demands

of the major car companies, Schöpp

explains: “With infotainment today, I

think the functions and features that

can usefully be added are starting to

reach saturation. 

“After 10 to 15 years of creating

‘driver distractions’, we are now

seeing huge growth in driver assist

features. If you look at the

requirements regarding data, driver

assist relies on all kinds of sensors

that have low data rates. 

Ultra fast future

“What are now driving the challenge

are low-cost, high performance

cameras, which can use data rates up

to 2GBit/s. This is a lot of data, but as

we know from the consumer industry,

there are ways of compressing the

data, maybe down to 50MBit/s. But it

is still huge, compared to

radar/ultrasonic data.

“Cameras for reversing or lane

assist require an appropriate network,

due to the speeds involved,” he

continues. “You need to react and

process this data in real time.

Latency, or rather the lack of it, is

important – it must be as low as

possible. 

“With multiple sensors, cameras

and radars, it is very obvious that they

need to be in synch with each other,

with the correct timeframes. It is here

where MOST excels, with its low-

latency, synchronous data transport.”

The next generation of MOST is

already defined and looking set to

offer data rates in excess of 1GBit per

second. “The launch date is still being

determined,” Schöpp elaborates. “We

are looking very carefully at cost

versus performance. When MOST 25

was first developed, it hit a sweet

spot, in terms of cost and

performance; and we are looking to

achieve the same for the next

generation.”

A network’s physical medium is

also very important. Although optical

is very good, when it comes to data

rate and EMC resilience, not all car

companies like deploying it – for

manufacturing reasons. 

And that is why current and future

versions of MOST are also available

on electrical cable.

Recognising the foothold that

Ethernet has in the industry, Schöpp

explains that it is possible to connect

the two. “Earlier generations needed

protocol translators, but MOST 150

can do it seamlessly. All you need is

an appropriate Ethernet driver; it is

completely transparent.” When

pressed on the coexistence between

Ethernet and MOST, Schöpp believes

there is certainly a valid case,

particularly with regards to

diagnostics and the interface with a

garage’s PC-based systems.

Quick switch

We also sought the views of Rick

Kreifeldt, vice president, at Harman’s

corporate technology division.

“Harman started on analogue, then

moved very quickly into digital, as we

saw the need to not only have point-

to-point communication, but also a

bus system,” he comments. “We

started developing an optical solution

and, from that, went into the

development of MOST as a founding
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Schöpp: “After 10 to 15

years of creating

‘driver distractions’,

we are now seeing huge

growth in driver assist

features.”
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member. We started with simple

audio and control, and then went into

imagery and video. Now, thanks to a

native Ethernet channel on the MOST

architecture, we can handle the

transport of IP data.

Restrictions and options

“At the time of MOST’s conception

more than 15 years ago, we were

investigating many different options,

including USB and Firewire, but found

many restrictions to do with cost and

the transportation of audio. We

needed a synchronous solution, as

memory was expensive at the time,

so buffering was a real cost issue. A

synchronous network would bypass

the need for buffering and the

associated memory requirements.

“MOST has partners in

compliance, development, test and

frameworks, and the cooperation was

able to develop it from scratch,” he

explains. “We really tried to find out

what was needed at the time and

discovered that the major drivers

revolved around the need for

synchronous data transport and EMC

resilience.”

Harman isn’t ignoring Ethernet. It

helped drive standardisation of AVB

in the IEEE and was a founding

member of the Avnu Alliance. It

considers Ethernet AVB to be suited,

not just for audio/video transport as

the future converged backbone, but

for many other real-time data

transport needs in the vehicle.

Like Schöpp, Kreifeldt believes

that MOST and Ethernet will coexist,

at least in the near term, as car

makers transition their architectures.

Acknowledging that many OEMs

have a deep legacy in MOST, Harman

will fully support existing MOST

customers and solutions, as dictated

by OEMs’ architectural roadmaps.

Looking towards the future a little,

Kreifeldt adds: “The connectivity of

mobile devices and mobile networks

will become more and more

important, adding functionality to the

existing in-car systems. There has

been a lot of research over the last

few years, one area of which has

been the exploitation of ‘The Cloud’

to offer personalised services to

drivers. For the moment, looking at

4G data rates, existing networks are

capable. But, in the future, there will

be more cloud connectivity and

Gigabit Ethernet is already defined.

MOST needs to play catch-up to

keep pace.”
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The MOST network was specifically
developed for automotive applications
by a consortium of OEMs.

Kreifeldt: “The

connectivity of mobile

devices and mobile

networks will become more

and more important”
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E
co and green have often

been ‘dirty’ words in the

automotive industry. But

the shift in attitude over

the last five years has

been seismic. Not that the car

industry has suddenly discovered its

inner hippy. Instead, against the

backdrop of global recession and

skyrocketing fuel prices, the drive to

reduce overall vehicle weight comes

from the need to squeeze better fuel

economy from traditional combustion

engines, while meeting ever more

stringent carbon emission

regulations. 

Meanwhile, alternatively fuelled

vehicles – especially electric and

hybrid cars – are now a vehicle

segment in their own right and require

a similar approach to weight saving to

improve vehicle range between

charges and help overcome market

inertia.

Multiple goals

One area of the car that has a key role

to play is the interior. However, the

issue is complicated by the fact that

any new material, finish or structure

has to meet increasingly restrictive

weight targets, while also enhancing

interior craftsmanship and quality; all

the while meeting cost and

environmental goals, especially from

an end-of-life recycling perspective.

Recently, colour and trim

departments have been looking to

nature to influence interior design.

Known as biomimicry, this is not just

a styling initiative. Instead,

increasingly lightweight, sustainable

and even renewable natural materials

are being used in concept and

production vehicles, and often in

unusual ways:

“Automakers are requesting

weight reduction for all interior

components, while looking for the

potential for greater individualisation

of the interior,” explains Fritz

Schweindl, director advanced

engineering, International Automotive

Components (IAC). “For example, in

ANY COLOUR –
as long as it’s green

Green credentials are now essential for vehicle

interiors, as Ryan Borroff discovers

May/June 2012
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the past real aluminium was used.

But now thin aluminium foil is bonded

over plastic carriers. It feels like real

aluminium, but it’s much thinner and

weighs much less. Even a small

reduction in weight is important,

because it all makes a contribution.

Increasingly, new textiles and trim

[pieces] are very thin, and the

challenge is to work with thin fabrics

and materials that are being used to

enhance the interior appearance,

while reducing weight and cost,

without affecting the quality.

According to Schweindl, visible

natural materials and fibres are

becoming hugely important, because

of their sustainability. The origin of

this lies not in environmental concern,

but a commercial one. Car makers

have emerging eco sub-brands and

niche eco products to sell, and

buyers of electric or hybrid vehicles

want their eco credentials to apply

holistically, rather than just from a

powertrain or fuel perspective.

OEMs are using such materials

primarily for marketing purposes.

Potential buyers are impressed with

the idea that their vehicles are

constructed from renewable

materials, including flax, bamboo and

wood, and such components are low

weight. This is especially the case

with electric and hybrid vehicles.

At the moment, such natural fibres

are already being used for door

casings, but as a carrier. Companies

such as IAC are working on

developing these ‘green’ natural

materials, including bioplastics –

which come from renewable biomass

sources and are being developed to

replace fossil fuel plastics – for use as

major structural components. The

same is happening for coverstock

materials and include textiles made

from recycled polypropylene drinks

bottles.

Flying high

Ultimately, the trend to integrate as

much as possible into one

component is huge, driven by the

desire to reduce weight and cost.

“This applies for the visible surface of

the interior, as well as the interior

structure itself,” says Schweindl. “A

car with a zero emission engine, but

with a renewable or recycled interior,

would have a competitive

advantage.”

Increasingly, the car industry is

demanding interior materials and

components that perform similarly to

those used for the aircraft industry.

Some car designs are beginning to

benefit from the kind of innovative

There’s an increasing

demand for recyclable,

natural materials for

interior trim from OEMs.
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thinking that has been part of the

aircraft business for years. Interior

forms are becoming simpler. Not only

are they reduced in styling terms, but

also their underlying structure. Each

component now has more than one

role to play, which can result in some

quite unnatural material

combinations.

Such alliances – a combination of

the natural with the technical – are a

very contemporary approach. 

Audi has recently introduced 

a new trim material, called

‘aluminium/Beaufort wood’, in its S6

and S7 models, that has created a

composite material inlay made from

aluminium and wood. Wood veneer

strips are glued with aluminium,

before being piled up atop of one

another and sliced vertically. The

resulting layered trim material

resembles a single piece of wood,

with horizontal aluminium strips

running through it. 

The process took seven years 

to develop, according to Johanna

Hoch, design manager, colour and

trim, Audi, who came up with the idea

and likened the production challenges

as being akin to trying to “cut a

dessert torte with all its delicious

layers into extremely thin slices”.

Bentley heritage

Bentley took a similar approach to

reinterpret traditional materials for its

recent SUV concept, the EX 9 F.

Crewe’s design and engineering team

set out to create a modern interior,

but using the traditional natural

materials of wood and leather that are

so much of Bentley’s heritage. They

achieved this by keeping the

architectural surfaces of the interior,

particularly the instrument panel, as

clean and simple as possible – a

move that ultimately saw the team

exploring the idea of using the actual

structure of interior components as a

feature of the design, reducing

complexity and weight.

“Instead of hiding the core

construction of the parts, we used

them as a design feature,” says Peter

Cullum-Kenyon, design manager –

colour and trim, Bentley Motors.

“When designing the architecture for

an interior, the focus is to use the

materials correctly, and use the best

of the materials, leather and wood, in

a natural way.”

It is an intriguing contradiction

that our car interiors are becoming

more natural, while the innovation

required to produce them is based in

technological advancement. 

It is technology that is allowing us

to splice, shape and bond materials

that would otherwise have been too

costly or too difficult to use; which, 

in our increasingly connected and

tech-focused world, seems like a

juxtaposition. Of sorts, that is. 

But, then again, it seems entirely

appropriate to a product that’s as

technical as the automobile.
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Interiors

Johnson Controls is providing a series of

innovative door panels for the new BMW 3

series, made using a combination of natural

fibres and plastic that are 20% lighter than

conventional components.

The non-visible door panel elements for the

new saloon and sports wagon models are largely

made of wood fibre. The natural fibre carrier is

directly moulded with plastic. This innovative

production method makes the door panel much

lighter. A state-of-the-art process, known as groove

lamination, is used to apply the fabric or leather

trim on the door panel. This process involves the trim

being joined in recesses, eliminating the need for an

additional component and further reducing weight. 

The process took seven years to

develop, according to Johanna Hoch,

design manager, colour and trim,

Audi.
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Free-form lenses from Docter Optics give

creative freedom – for LED, HID 

or halogen headlights.

Automotive-

De s igner s

Automotive Solutions

Turning Ideas into Components

Headlights are unique design elements giving identity

to automobiles and their manufacturers. And of course

that is why designers focus on brand-driven design.

The world-wide unique Docter Optics                        glass

molding technology has been the choice of preference

for the production of standard optical glass lenses for

years. The recent enhancement now supports also

complex lens geometries to project the USP of your

dedicated brand.

Docter Optics, the international market and technology

leader for aspheres, arrays and free-form lenses for

projection headlights, can help you design the vehi-

cles of tomorrow. Sounds interesting? If so, contact us

today.
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T
hey used to call it

“following the puddle,” as

drivers slowly picked their

way along darkened

country roads, behind a

watery pool of light cast, invariably,

by Lucas ‘Prince of Darkness’

headlamps. These days, lighting

your way is big business, globally

worth about €9.5 billion a year, with

Europe’s demands for ever more

high-tech lamps taking the lion’s

share of that figure, estimated 

at €4.6 billion. 

For the market has started to

split on broad lines between the

developing markets – where the

demand for low-cost transport

means the incandescent bulb still

holds sway – and Europe, Japan

and North America, where bulb

makers are using new car buyers as

guinea pigs for the latest in a series

of ultra-bright, low-energy

technologies, which cost a whole 

lot more. 

Father of the LED

Nick Holonyak, an electrical

engineering professor at the

University of Illinois, is widely

credited as the father of the light

emitting diode (LED). His initial

discovery in 1962 only emitted red

light, but, even back then, Holonyak

could see the writing was on the

wall for Thomas Edison’s traditional

incandescent bulb. In 1963, he told

the Readers Digest magazine that

incandescent light was doomed,

although it’s taken the automotive

industry a while to catch up. 

For a long time, LEDs were

expensive and very much work-in-

progress. The first practical uses

were in seven-segment displays

used in televisions, radios and

calculators. 

It would take serious

development, however, and the

discovery of white emitting LEDs in

the late nineties, which mixed red,

green and blue light, before they

became practical for use in

automotive exterior lamps. 

"Customer benefits of LEDs are

up to 70% less power consumption

[compared to bulbs] and the

freedom to push the style of light

and more efficient packaging,” says

Mark Witschel, Ford’s European

exterior systems manager, adding,

“they have a longer life, too." In fact,

that life is almost the same as the

vehicle’s, so spare bulbs are a thing

of the past.

Initial automotive applications

were in brake lights, where the

LED’s fast switching times meant

that following drivers could be

warned faster than with a

conventional bulb. Gradually,

however, they have started to be

seen in rear lamps, where the

festoon arrangements are much

loved by designers seeking to create

a night-time ‘brand identity’ for their

models. Premium car makers such

as Audi, Mercedes-Benz and BMW

are now introducing LED

headlamps, but they are expensive

and not just because they require

unique heating/cooling

arrangements. Since an LED throws

little heat forward, the front of the

lamp requires heating to prevent

icing and it also requires cooling at

the rear of the unit, as the LED is

peculiarly vulnerable to overheating.

Just how much more cost is

involved is illustrated by Rainer

Neumann, lighting director for tier

one supplier Visteon. “If you take the

halogen [incandescent] bulb as

100%, in terms of cost,” he says,

“the high intensity discharge [HID]

bulb is between 200-250% of that,

and the LED in a premium car is

between 500-600%.” 

May/June 2012

Andrew English

reviews state-of-the

art lighting technology

and wonders if the

incandescent bulb still

has a future

BURN like the

LED headlamps are the next, expensive, step. 
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Ouch! Do we really need to

spend that much, finding our way at

night? Neumann explains the

imperatives that are pushing the

more sophisticated markets to ever

more expensive technical

development. “The pressure is on

for reduced energy consumption,

increased life and lower carbon

dioxide,” he says. “The industry

decided about eight years ago to

invest in LEDs, especially for

headlamps.” Estimates of the CO2

saving possibilities of LEDs differ,

with one General Motors’ figure

putting it as high as 6g/km,

although Neumann says it is more

like 2-3g/km. Trouble is, the current

generation of LED headlamps are

like works of art, not dissimilar to

the very first 1899 Salsbury-Blériot

acetylene lamps.

Huge investment

“We are like artists,” he says,

“designing each headlamp from

scratch. At Bentley, for example, the

individual investment is huge, with

over 200 parts to assemble for each

lamp. This is proving a major

problem in bringing the technology

to mass markets, as each lamp is

like a Rolex version of a wrist

watch.” As a result, he quotes

industry figures that indicate a very

slow take-up of LED lamps. Around

2020, it is anticipated that at least

60% of cars will still be using

halogen incandescent bulbs and a

further 25-35 % will still be using

HIDs, with a very small proportion

using LEDs. 

“We need to split the market,”

says Neumann. “We have started to

produce LED modules with our

partners, which are replaceable

within existing headlamp glasses

and can be produced in higher

volumes.” He names the

Volkswagen Group and Ford, 

but there are others. While we have

seen a number of lamp innovations

over the years, including ‘light-pipe’

systems where the vehicle carries

just one centrally mounted bulb,

ducted around the car with fibre

optics, LEDs are the real deal. 

“I don’t see light pipes making 

a comeback as viable technology,”

says Steffen Pietzonka, vice

president of marketing for Hella’s

lighting division. 

LED lighting is the major push at

present, but he agrees with Neumann

that the market needs to diversify

between premium, high functionality

(“which will stay complex and

expensive”) and a more basic LED

market for the commercial and mass

consumer markets. 

So is there anything else out

there in the pipeline? His company

is watching developments in organic

LEDs, which give a more

homogenous light spread than semi-

conductor LEDs. Organic LEDs are

being researched by Audi, but

pioneered by Astron Fiamm, an

Italian company which began a 

pre-industrial phase of production

two years ago. “There could be a

general use for these LEDs,” admits

Pietzonka, “but we think it will be

two to three years before the

technology is ready to be used in

interior or rear automotive lighting,

as there are still issues with

oxidation and stability.” 

May/June 2012

SUN

LED brake lights are faster reacting.
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Another technology seen at last

autumn’s Frankfurt show is the laser

headlamp. Developed by BMW and

Japanese firm Nichia, BMW claims

that a laser lamp is 1,000 times

brighter and100 times smaller than

the current range of square cells in

LED lamps, and that these class-

one lasers have a 10,000-hour life

span. “A laser is a nice approach,”

he says, “but it’s not a successor to

the LED. They’re a nice thing and

you can split the light, perhaps even

activate a phosphor ball or a

secondary light source, but I don’t

see them as a headlamp, and there

are also cooling and temperature

considerations.”

Certainly, the capability of the

LED – its better beam spread, longer

life, lower energy requirements and

ability to be tuned on the move to

reduce dazzle for oncoming drivers

– give it a huge lead over the

incandescent bulb and even the

HID. “There’s a very strong direction

towards the LED,” says Pietzonka.

“You ask what comes next, well

slow down and wait for the mass-

market applications. There are other

technologies, but they will need a

few more years.”

Profitability factor

There is, however, one area of

concern over this seemingly

inexorable march towards brighter,

lighter, smaller and more efficient

lamps, and that is the profitability of

this supply industry. Hella already

plans to produce its bulbs in Brazil,

in partnership with local firm Emicol

Eletro Eletronica. This is partly to

supply burgeoning local markets,

but also to reduce labour charges.

Bosch has sold its lighting division

to Italian firm Magnetti Marelli and

Visteon is considering its directions

in the lighting area. Earning a crust

in an increasingly commoditised

lamp market isn’t easy, although

Neumann and Pietzonka have high

hopes for the future. 

Big changes coming

“There will be a change in the next

few years,” says the latter. “At 

the moment, the balance between

electrical and mechanical

components in headlamps is

30/70%; that looks set to change 

to 50/50 by 2020. There will be a

huge increase in electrical systems,

software and a very high know-how

requirement.” 

At the beginning of the last

century, the automotive lighting

industry suffered similar financial

problems, and it was the heavy

investment and technical

development by giants such as

Lucas for its King of the Road range

of lamps that lit the path to the

future. Could it be that this is just

history repeating itself? 

May/June 2012

“A laser is a nice

approach, but it’s not 

a successor to the LED.”

– Steffen Pietzonka

The need for daytime running light is driving
much of LEDs’ surge in popularity.

Designers are increasingly using rear LEDs 
to give their products a unique identity. 

Lighting systems
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I
t is traditional for audiophiles –

people who seek the very

highest quality in reproduced

sound – to look down their

noses at in-car audio. After all,

car cabins are acoustically

imperfect: engine, wind and road

noise drown out the lower

amplitudes of signals with wide

dynamic range; and myriad on-board

electronic systems provide a less

than friendly electromagnetic

environment.

But a technical development that

puts in-car audio ahead of the

domestic equivalent could realign

the status quo – and that eventuality

is now a distinct possibility. The

technology that could achieve it

already exists and has been proven

in a concept car. It’s called wave

field synthesis (WFS).

Surround sound

Everyone who has used a

conventional stereo or surround

sound system knows of the hot seat

problem. There is just one small

listening area in which the sonic

image is as it should be; outside that

area, the image collapses towards

the nearer speaker or speakers and

the illusion of space is lost. For a

group of listeners, like the driver and

passengers in a car, it inevitably

compromises the listening

experience.

The effect occurs because even

surround sound systems, as

conventionally realised, do not

recreate the soundfield you’d

experience live in Symphony Hall,

Birmingham, or the Marquee Club in

London’s west end. In the 1970s, in

the aftermath of quadraphonics – the

first, abortive attempt to introduce

surround sound – a properly

conceived, hierarchical multichannel

system called Ambisonics was

developed that could recreate the

original soundfield, but only over a

small listening area. To expand the

listening space, the concept needed

to be extended to higher orders and

that involved many more channels

than the three necessary for first-

order encoding of the soundfield in

the horizontal plane, or the four

channels required for full periphony

(which includes the height

dimension). Ambisonics has never

gone away – but its resilient

supporters have never succeeded in

having it widely adopted.

Sound principles

Wave field synthesis is a different

approach to achieving the same end.

It takes as its starting point the

Huygens Principle that in school

physics lessons is more normally

applied to light waves, but is equally

valid for sound. What this says is

On the CREST

A car audio that

outperforms domestic

systems is on the horizon,

as Keith Howard reports

May/June 2012

Q7 WFS system overview

Tweeter Midrange
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that each point on a wavefront can

be considered to be a tiny source (of

light or sound), radiating spherical

waves. Constructive and destructive

interference of the output from all

these tiny sources results in the

observed wavefront. It follows from

this that, if a sufficient number of

closely spaced loudspeakers is fed

suitable signals, then any desired

wavefront or combination of

wavefronts can be created, thereby

reassembling an original soundfield.

Nothing about wave field

synthesis prevents it being used in a

domestic hi-fi system, other than its

inherent complexity and the large

number of loudspeakers and

amplifiers required. In-car installation

is complex, too; but, as the best of

current ICE systems already deploy

a large number of speakers, and the

ability to hide them in trim panels is

a distinct advantage, in-car audio

offers a more conducive

environment. So, might WFS come

to car audio first?

The Audi array

That possibility was lent credibility in

2010 when Audi unveiled its WFS-

enabled Audi Sound Concept Q7,

fitted with no fewer than 62

speakers: one subwoofer, four

woofers, five tweeters and 52

midrange units, arrayed all around

the cabin within the door trim, roof

pillars and instrument panel beneath

the windscreen. Audi declines to

provide important details about the

system, such as how much weight it

added to the car and how much a

production version might cost, but

clearly some simplification is

desirable to make in-car WFS a more

realistic proposition.

Various academic groups are

working on this now, as is Sonic

Emotion, a company that has already

produced vastly simplified WFS-

based sound systems for home use

and is currently working with an

unidentified car maker. Nobody in

WFS with automotive industry

connections seems prepared to go

on record about this ongoing R&D

effort, suggesting that some car

makers, at least, see a competitive

advantage accruing here.

Assuming these simplification

efforts are successful, the cost and

complexity of WFS may soon be

sufficiently reduced for the

technology to become practicable

for prestige production cars. At that

point, a remaining hurdle would

usually be the chicken-and-egg

problem that confronts any new

sound format: will customers buy a

WFS audio system when there are

no commercial WFS recordings to

play on it? 

But here WFS has an ace up its

sleeve: it can be used to improve the

sound of conventional stereo and

surround sound programmes for

every occupant in a car – and by an

obvious margin. So be prepared to

sit in your car for the ultimate

concert experience.

May/June 2012

of a WAVE

Conventional sound systems
have a single sweet spot. WFS: the potential of concert hall sound quality.

Woofer Sub woofer
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O
ur focus is on

optimising the internal

combustion engine; it’s

our day-to-day job,”

says Dr Esch, adding

that hybridisation “doesn’t really

work, if you drive at high speed”. And

although he says that he has nothing

against hybrids, he does point out

the following. “First of all, I think you

have to optimise the internal

combustion engine (ICE). Today, the

OEMs are willing to spend money on

this; in the past, they didn’t want to

do that.”

Which must be heartening news

for him and his colleagues at KSPG,

as it has invested heavily in two

breakthrough technologies that could

result in fuel savings for any

manufacturer willing to adopt them.

Esch believes that variable valve

train (VVT) “is one of the most

efficient ways to improve fuel

consumption, especially in a petrol

engine”. And this is the reason why,

following a detailed study of the

market, KSPG decided to buy the

fledgling enTec CONSULTING GmbH

UniValve technology. 

Invented by former BMW

engineer Professor Rudolf Flieri,

UniValve is entirely mechanical,

May/June 2012

“

The QUEST for
OPTIMISATION

KSPG is on 

course to deliver

unique fuel-saving

technologies to

OEMs, as its chief

technical officer

Dr Hans-Joachim

Esch explains to

Ian Adcock
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unlike rival systems. “The advantage

is that it’s 100% mechanical; if it’s

developed in the proper way, it will

be totally reliable,” states Esch. “It’s

quite easy; you need only a few more

parts than for a normal engine and it

uses an electrical actuator. It’s too

early to say what the cost benefits

are, but, compared to an hydraulic

system, I think we will be more

competitive.”

More than 500 hours of durability

testing has been completed, with

engine speeds up to 8,000rpm,

which is “very impressive” he

comments, even if most OEMs won’t

use that capability. He predicts that it

will take another three to four years

before series production is realised.

The second technology KSPG is

offering is its unique horizontally-

mounted Vee-twin range extender,

developed in conjunction with FEV

and launched at last year’s Frankfurt

motorshow. But the reaction from the

OEMs when KSPG and FEV showed

them drawings of the concept was,

to say the least, initially lukewarm, as

Esch recalls. 

“We asked the OEMs, if they

would be interested in getting a

range extender from a supplier. They

answered ‘No’. All they were

interested in was a 100% electric

vehicle.” Not surprisingly, Esch and

his colleagues were

somewhat taken aback. “This

wasn’t what we expected; it was

terrible news.”

Despite this setback, Esch and

his team persuaded their CEO to

invest in the prototype displayed at

Frankfurt: “We went to Frankfurt with

it and the world changed completely;

everyone was taking notes, the

OEMs were studying it and asking 

if it will fit their cars. You have to

build it and show it to customers; 

it’s the only way.”

In a business model that is

uncannily like that for the Lotus

Engineering-Fagor three-cylinder

range extender, Esch sees the

KSPG-FEV range extender as a

commodity that could be bought by

various OEMs off the shelf. “Unlike 

a parallel hybrid, which would be

done by a supplier, a serial

hybrid will be owned by the

OEMs. With a range

extender, why do it on their

own? Because, in the

beginning, no one expects

very high numbers. 

“So, we thought that

maybe the engine could be

shared by different OEMs,

and we talked to them

about that and no one said

they didn’t want it. Perhaps the

software – how to run it – that

would be much more customised by

the OEM, as that’s the interface with

the customer/driver.”

Initially, the main interest was

from the European OEMs, but,

following the car’s North American

debut at Detroit in January, US-

based OEMs have shown interest.

“We need to convince people that

the concept works, from a noise,

vibration and harshness point of

view, and we believe it will,” he adds.

The next stage is to build a working

prototype that Esch hopes will be

running this summer.

While these might be headline

technologies for KSPG, he says that

all the big steps in improving fuel

economy and emissions have been

taken. It’s now down to incremental

improvements that will chip away at

saving the odd gram per kilometre

here and there. “70 g/Kms by 2025 is

really a challenge and we need to

bring the car’s weight down to hit

that target.”

He advocates an holistic

approach to powertrain design,

predicting that cylinder deactivation

will become increasingly common,

along with fine-tuning each and every

engine component. “Diamond-like

carbon, or DLC coating, can improve

the mechanical efficiency of the

engine. Just on the piston, we have 

a package of measures that sees

between 3-4% better fuel economy.

Step-by-step improvements will be

the answer.”

UniValve technology (below) and 
Vee-twin range extender (bottom right)
promise fuel savings.
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On a wing and a prayer

W
ith its long fuselage, narrow front track and broad rear end, the startling

Nissan DeltaWing is unlike anything else racing at Le Mans this year. But what

relevance does it have to everyday motoring? More than

you might think…

“DeltaWing was born out of the fact that motor racing,

particularly in the ‘States where I’ve been based for some years,

had become dominated by spec formulae, which stifled design and

innovation. The rules are so tight that the c
ars are basically all

the same. 

“But motorsport can change people’s perceptions. For

example, when diesels started winning Le Mans, they stopped

being clunky old things that you wouldn’t want. Suddenly, they

were ‘race track’ proven and cool.

“A couple of years ago, I learned that the auto industry

wanted to bring a four-cylinder 1.6-litre turbo global race

engine into play. This would mean there was an engine format in line with what they

were planning to manufacture for the road, as part o
f a global downsizing programme in

search for increased efficiency. 

“DeltaWing was born out of us asking ourselves how we could use one of these small

engines to go just as fast, but use less fuel and fewer tyres. 

“Efficiency is the fundamental element of the car. Throughout my career, I’ve

made my cars more efficient than my rivals, from mass and aerodynamic standpoints.

DeltaWing has been completely understood by Nissan, one of the pioneers of downsizing

for road cars.

“Nissan’s 1.6-litre gasoline race engine

features direct injection and turbocharging, just

like the engine powering the Qashqai and Juke. It’s 

a spectacular piece. We’ve got the engine of our

dreams: it’s the right weight, h
as the right power –

about 224kW – and it’s phenomenally efficient. Together, we aim to prove that

downsizing is the future.”

As well as half the weight 
and half the horsepower, the

 Nissan DeltaWing has half

the aerodynamic drag of a traditional Le Mans sports car – with Michelin front tyres

that are only 10cms wide. It is running at Le Mans (16-17 June) in ‘Garage 56’,

reserved for experimental cars by the

l’Automobile Club de l’Ouest (ACO). It is not

eligible for a race win.

“While DeltaWing has been turning in

respectable times in testing, on a par with

an LMP2 car (sports car’s ‘Division 2’),

whether it can do that for 24 hours remains

to be seen.”

“Together, we aim to

prove that downsizing

is the future.” 

Ben Bowlby, concept originator and designer, Nissan DeltaWing

60 second interview

May/June 201238 www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Immaculate at any age
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